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Objectives

� Consider the impact of early adversity on 
brain/behavior

� Provide trauma-informed perspective on typical 
behavioral concerns

� Review impact of grief/loss/rejection

� Explore ways to support healing relationships
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Disclaimer

� Content is not meant to imply that ALL 
children/families experience these concerns nor 

that mental health services are always necessary if 

they do

� Some concerns are developmental tasks, not 
necessarily “adoption issues” (though adoption can 

complicate typical developmental exploration)

� Families are the experts!
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Unspoken Needs

� Children enter foster/adoptive families with many 
needs.  Some are evident early; others surface in the 

course of later development.

� Common psychosocial concerns and unspoken needs:

�Impact of trauma on brain development and 
behavior

�Perception of loss and grief

�Feelings of rejection, guilt, or shame

�Fears of intimacy

�Questions of identity
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� Many (though not all) children enter foster 
care/adoptive homes following some degree of 

early adversity:
• Poor prenatal care/uterine substance exposure

• Inconsistent caregiving

• Lack of nurturing /neglect

• Unresolved physical pain/hunger

• Chaotic/Unpredictable care

• Chronic environmental stress

• Persisting fear

• On-going physical threat

Early Adversity:
Remember the impact  of trauma on brain & behavior 
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Stress Model of Behavior Regulation

� Young children are inherently dependent on others for 
self-regulation (i.e., ability to tolerate stress)

� When infants and young children develop in neglectful or 
chronically stressful environments their bodies remain in 

a state of elevated distress

� Chronic elevation of this physiologically aroused state 

leads to

1.  A physiological system that is sensitized to stress

AND

2.  A child who is ill-equipped to self-regulate 

physiological reactions to stress
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Adapted from B. Perry, MD, PhD. (2009)

Relationships Support the Stress Response 

System
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Relationships Support the Stress Response 

System
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When we label behaviors as “good” or “bad,” we forget that 
behavior is reflective of lived experiences.

If  early environments primed the brain/body for 
ongoing “threats,” later behavior can be 

extremely challenging.  

Early Adversity & Later Development

� Anxiety/Fear (flock, freeze, flee, fight) is the 
hallmark of early adversity and can be persistent 
beyond the stressor(s)

� This compounds the concerns noted with typical 
brain changes in the t’ween/teen years:
• Reduced stress tolerance

• Difficulty handling hormonal changes

• Poor mood stability

• Greater “reward focus” (disregard risks)

• Limited planning 

Understanding Behavior

� In some cases, challenging behavior (e.g., lying, 
aggression) reflects a patterned response to stress

As such, it represents a neurological “habit” that may be less 

intentional than perceived

� The patterned stress response (while problematic within 
safe homes) may have been critical to survival within the 

context of early adversity

� Healing relationships support new brain patterns and 

allow (over time) increased capacity for a child to 
maintain lower arousal in response to changes in the 
environment (i.e., stress)
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Potential Stress Reaction

� Re-conceptualizing Lying:

- Arises from a state of stress (“freeze”)

- Often occurs in response to perceived ‘threat’

- Is often “indirect communication” of some need

- May be the sign of a scared child, not a manipulative child

� Children need adults to: 

- Connect first, before confronting

- Give time/space to think before child responds

- Seek patterns of lying to understanding their meaning

- Acknowledge fear:

“What are you scared will happen if you tell the truth?”

- Make it safe to tell the truth

Potential Stress Reaction

� Re-conceptualizing Aggression:

- Potential fear-based behavior, arising from a state of stress

- Could represent habitual “fight” response when “freeze/flee” 
were previously ineffective

- Triggers fear response in parent, which furthers the cycle

- May be the sign of a scared child, not an angry child

� Children need adults to: 

- Maintain positive interactions and promote shared affect 

- Regulate adult reaction – The “powerful” amygdala soothes 
the vulnerable amygdala

- Seek patterns of aggressive responses to predict their occurrence

- Prevent escalation through coaching/empathy

Responding to Behavior
To prevent problems: 

� Seek safety (physical, emotional, relational)

� Be patient with establishing relationships 

� Name emotions (be sure to label ☺ and �)

� Nurture often

� Redirect/Coach when possible (punishment = shame)

Escalation: 
� Is he feeling safe? Is she overstimulated?

� Seek to soothe/calm first

� Stay close (but talk less)

� Allow youth to repair once regulated

There is a parallel process for workers in their interactions with 
stressed families!
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Grief/Loss:
Acknowledge sadness so its not overwhelming 

� “I wanted to put something in Dr. Sami’s book…I wanted to write 

‘where’s my mom…why did she leave?’ ”

8-year-old, adopted at 4 years

� “There  were special ceremonies for adolescent girls…(sadly) I would 

have participated in them if I stayed in [birth country].”

14-year-old, adopted at 11 years

� “I knew she would leave me – everybody does…(following death of 

family dog)”

10-year-old, adopted at 3 years
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Rejection/Shame:
Reassure youth that they are valuable and worthy 

� “My life was a mistake from the start.”

15-year-old, adopted at 4 years

� “Foster care is where you go from home to home to see if somebody 

wants you.”

7-year-old, in foster care for 4 years

� “No wonder why I hate socks; they remind me of my life: wrong-

fitting, used, bothersome, and thrown- away over and over and over.  

It really sucks to be a sock…”

Adult Foster Care “Alumna”

I Was a Foster Kid Blog (Wordpress)
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Holding Emotions
� Kids need ongoing support know their life story and 
understand myriad decisions that were out of their 

control and NOT because of them!

• Lifebooks

• Dear Baby Letter

� How do we support healthy grief/loss expression?

• Recognize grief as valid

• Create rituals around it

• Seek positive, symbolic connection with the “lost”

• Know that elimination of grief is NOT the goal but rather 
resolution in accepting what is….

• Acknowledge that grief’s impact at various life stages may be 
different….that is OK!

On August 12, 2000

the world welcomed 

Sami, born at Chicago 

City Hospital!

We are so glad you 
came into the to 

world…you have the 
potential to do great 

things!
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Children Need Adults To:

� Be patient and understand the impact of trauma 
on their brain and behavior.

� Reassure them that they are valuable and 
worthy.

� Acknowledge (and share) sadness so that it 
doesn’t overwhelm them.

� Remind them that they can be connected to 
others and have healthy ‘goodbyes.’

� Support them to integrate the pieces of 

themselves and internalize a sense of belonging.

I Encourage Adults* To:

� Nurture adult relationships – Find your community

� Explore/Play adoption with young children & revisit 

adoption stories with teens

� Be curious about a child’s experience and emotions

� Consider “race” and privilege (white privilege, non-

adopted privilege, etc.)

� Acknowledge first families - give permission for child to 

wonder

� Connect daily and laugh with child!

� Seek mentoring/support if overwhelmed

* Remember the parallel process!
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Promoting Healing Relationships*

� If a brain wires among chaotic input, then entrance into a 
stable environment can be anxiety producing and the 

child may “work” to recreate familiar chaos

� Positive interactions soothe the stress response system 
and allow one to be receptive to new learning

� Survivors of developmental trauma are often guided by 
their emotional brain…Reasoning is aimed at the 
thinking brain

� Words will NOT have a great impact on one who is 

guided by emotional brain
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Promoting Healing Relationships*

� Relationship is the primary mechanism for change

Positive interactions soothe the stress response system and allow the 

youth to be receptive to new learning

� Monitor interpretation – The way we label a behavior 
will guide the response…When in doubt, make benign 
attributions

� Avoid personalizing another’s behavior….They are not 
doing it “to” you, some behaviors may have helped them 

survive

� Use “compassionate curiosity” and connectedness to 

understand behavior before responding
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Promoting Healing Relationships*

� CONNECT WITH (through play and attention) at a rate 
5x greater than efforts to CORRECT 

� Model and teach appropriate social behavior

� Monitor your emotional reactivity – The “powerful” 
amygdala soothes the vulnerable amygdala

� In times of behavioral crisis, important to talk LESS, get 
physically LOW, move (if at all) SLOWLY, remain 
emotionally NEUTRAL

� Must move from emotionality before we can “reason” 
and before someone can learn….this may mean 
consequences are delayed

� This requires that we attend to adults’ emotional 

buckets….We can’t pour from an empty cup!

� I live/work with someone whose brain wired in chaos 
and is easily flooded by emotions.

� Even though I feel incompetent does not make it true!

� I can tolerate a person’s negative behavior and know 
that they do not define him, me, or our relationship.

� I live/work with one who needs connection before I can 
influence her behavior.

� I live/work with someone who benefits from frequent 
reminders that she is lovable/valued/safe.

� I live/work with someone who misses my message if it’s 

stated in anger.

� The first emotion to regulate is my own!

Coping Thoughts*
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In the Face of Misbehavior

At the core of every problem: 
� I can’t handle this feeling.

� I am unworthy. 

� I am not lovable. 

� I don't deserve love. 

� People are not safe (cannot be trusted). 

At the core of every solution: 
� What is shareable is bearable.

� You are worthy and deserve love. 

� We can find a peaceful solution to this. 

� You are lovable.

� We will work this out by staying connected.

The Power of Relationships

“It’s the relationship that will build my child’s 

capacity to organize her/his feelings. My child’s 

behavior may look like something that is being 
done on purpose. But at its root, it’s an issue of 

needing to reconnect and learning to handle 

difficult emotions”

CircleofSecurity.org
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Regional Resources
� Wisconsin Post-Adoption Resource Centers: 

https://dcf.wisconsin.gov/map/adoption/parc 

� Children’s Family Support Services (many locations):
http://www.chw.org/childrens-and-the-community/family-
support-services/counseling/

� Healing Hearts (Madison):

http://www.healingheartscares.com/

� Children’s Research Triangle (Chicago):

http://www.childrensresearchtriangle.org/ 

� Adoption Medicine Clinics:

www.chw.org/internationaladoption

http://adoption.umn.edu/
https://www.uchicagokidshospital.org/specialties/adoption/ 

� Saint A’s (Milwaukee, school-based services): 

http://www.sainta.org/services/
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Contact
Samantha L. Wilson, Ph.D., IMH-E ® IV

262-432-6600

International Adoption Clinic, 
Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin

www.chw.org/internationaladoption

* Webinar about Toxic Stress & other resources available


